
Vocabulary  Extra practice unit 3 

1 Complete the sentences. 

 1. Did you … … t … c …  that there was blood on the floor? 

 2. Let’s talk to local people to find the s … … r … e  of the problem.  

 3. Those weird noises are a regular o … … u … … … n … … . We hear them once a week. 

 4. Have you heard about the … … s s … … g  boy? No one has seen him for two weeks. 

 5. Speak to the police. They will help you g … …   t …   … h …   b … … … … m   … f  

the problem. 

 6. The scientists have decided to r … … … a … … h  this unusual phenomenon to find out 

more about it. 

 7. How did the report mysteriously v … … i … h  from the website? I saw it there 

yesterday. 

2 Complete the text with the words below. 

disturbed  developing theories  assumed  revealed  attempting  looked into  wonder  

turned out 

On 22nd November, 1963, John F. Kennedy, the President of the 

USA, was assassinated as he was driving through Dallas, Texas. 

When the police caught the murderer – a man called Lee Harvey 

Oswald – they 1.…………………… it was a simple case of 

murder. However, when they 2.…………………… Oswald’s 

personal history, it 3.…………………… that this case was 

definitely not simple. The detectives were 4.…………………… 

by the fact that Oswald called himself a communist and that he 

had married a Russian woman. People began to 
5.…………………… – was the Soviet Union behind the 

assassination of the President of the United States? Then, Oswald 

was shot and killed by a man called Jack Ruby. Was Ruby 
6.…………………… to stop Oswald from saying too much to the 

police? Investigations then 7.…………………… that Jack Ruby 

had connections to the Mafia. Since Kennedy had tried to fight 

crime and the Mafia, people began 8.…………………… about 

why Lee Harvey Oswald had shot the president. It seems that we 

will never know – only Lee Harvey Oswald knew the truth. 

Grammar 
 

 

3 Choose the correct answer. 

 1. Jill just bought / has just bought a new bike.  

Someone stole / has stolen her old one yesterday. 



 2. Dave travelled / has travelled to Nepal a year ago.  

I didn’t see / haven’t seen him since then. 

 3. I didn’t ride / haven’t ridden on a camel when I was in Egypt.  

I was / have been afraid of them since I was a child. 

 4. Emily just had / has just had another accident.  

They took / have taken her to the hospital ten minutes ago. 

4 Complete the questions in A with the verbs in brackets. Use the Present Perfect 

Simple or Past Simple. Then match each question to the correct answer in B. 

  A 

 1. How long …………………… you …………………… (have) this bike? 

 2. When …………………… Liz and Charlie …………………… (return) from their trek? 

 3. …………………… Jonathan …………………… (run) a marathon last year? 

 4. …………………… you …………………… (reach) the top of the mountain yet? 

 5. …………………… Lisa ever …………………… (do) anything like this before? 

   B 

...... a. No, but we’re almost there! 

...... b. No, she isn’t usually so brave. 

...... c. About three months. 

...... d. Last week. 

...... e. No, his leg was broken. 

5 Complete the mini-dialogues with the verbs in brackets. Use the Past Simple and  

Present Perfect Simple. 

 1. A: 1. …………………… you ever …………………… (read) this book about surviving 

in the jungle? 

  B: Yes. My brother 2. …………………… (give) it to me for my birthday last year. 

 2. A: 3. …………………… you …………………… (hear) from Simon recently? 

  B: Yes, he 4. …………………… (send) me an e-mail yesterday. 

  A: 5. …………………… he …………………… (go) hiking yet? 

  B: Yes. He 6. …………………… (spend) four days hiking last week. 

 



 


